1. FREYMOND, ACTING PRESIDENT ICRC, ASKED ME TO CALL ON HIM THIS MORNING FOR REVIEW CRITICAL SITUATION ICRC RELIEF OPERATIONS. EXPRESSED GRAVE CONCERN RE PROBLEMS DEALING BOTH FMG AND OJUKWU NOTED "PROFOUND CHANGES ATTITUDE" SOME GOVERNMENTS AND PUBLICS WHO BEEN STRONG SUPPORTERS ICRC OPERATIONS, PROBLEM GETTING ADEQUATE FUNDS TO CARRY ON. SAID VIEW SHOOTING DOWN DC-7 ICRC PILOTS UNDERSTANDABLY UNWILLING CARRY ON "UNLESS GET CLEAR-CUT STATEMENT FROM FMG THAT THERE BE NO REPETITION SUCH INCIDENT." SAID SOME MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE CONSIDERING ADVISABILITY ICRC GETTING OUT OF NIGERIAN OPERATION, UNLESS IMPROVEMENT SITUATION.

2. "MODERATE" NOTE VERBALE BEEN DRAFTED FOR DELIVERY FMG, FREYMOND SIAD, WHICH ASKS ASSURANCES MEASURES BE TAKEN TO GUARD AGAINST ATTACK ON ANOTHER ICRC PLANE. GEORGES HOFFMAN, ICRC DELEGATE FOR 30 YEARS WITH MANY YEARS AFRICAN SERVICE, WILL LEAVE TONIGHT TO PRESENT NOTE VERBALE. IT REFERS TO LONG EFFORTS ICRC HAS MADE TO GET LAND OR WATER ACCESS INTO REBEL AREA, ITS CONTINUED DESIRE MOVE SUPPLIES THROUGH SUCH CORRIDORS AND/OR VIA DAY FLIGHTS. NOTE RECOGNIZES ICRC NIGHT FLIGHTS CARRIED ON "AT OWN RISK" BUT WITH FMG ASSURANCES (APRIL '68 AND FEB. '69, FREYMOND SAID) THAT FMG WOULD TAKE NECESSARY MEASURES SAFEGUARD AGAINST MISUNDERSTANDINGS. GUTMAN OF FERGUSON STAFF WHO ACCOMPANIED ME SHOWED FREYMOND TEXT TUGHT FMG PREE STATEMENT (LAGOS 5147) RE DOWNED PLANE. WE
EXPRESSED DOUBT FMG GIVE NEW ASSURANCES. SAID THOUGH ICRC NOTE VERBALE, MODERATE AS IT IS, NOT LIKELY IMPROVE FMG-ICRC RELATIONS. MIGHT BE BETTER ASK FOR STATEMENT THAT PREVIOUS ASSURANCES STAND. FREYMOND SAID FELT OBLIGED FOR SAKE PILOTS TRY GET NEW ASSURANCES FROM FMG.

3. IN RECOGNITION FMG HOSTILE ATTITUDE TOWARDS LINDT, FREYMOND SAID ICRC CONSIDERING SENDING ANOTHER REP TO LAGOS. STRESSED ICRC CONTINUES HAVE FULL CONFIDENCE IN LINDT WHO WILL REMAIN OVERALL CHARGE RELIEF OPERATIONS, WHICH LINDT STRONGLY WANTS CONTINUED. HOFFMAN ROLE SHOULD NOT REPEAT NOT BE CONSTRUED AS REPLACEMENT OF LINDT. SPECULATED LINDT PROBABLY OPERATE MOSTLY FROM GENEVA.

4. JAEGGI HAS BEEN INSTRUCTED SEE OJUKWU, ASK FOR CLEAR-CUT ANSWER IN WRITING RE DAY FLIGHTS, AND WATER SHIPMENTS WHEN CAN COMMENCE, UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS. "I THINK OJUKWU HAS BEEN PLAYING GAMES WITH US AND WITH FERGUSON," FREYMOND SAID, AND EXPRESSED IRRITATION WAY ICRC BEEN TREATED RE ITALIAN OIL WORKERS. NOTED SURVIVORS SENT OUT "THROUGH LIBREVILLE, THE MOST PROVOCATIVE CHANNEL." AID NEED MUCH GREATER PRESSURE ON OJUKWU TO AGREE TO DAY FLIGHTS AND RIVER CHANNEL; "HE SHOULD ACCEPT THESE IF HE WISHES THE WORLD TO CONTINUE HUMANITARIAN HELP; OTHERWISE HE SHOULD TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE DEATH OF MILLIONS OF HIS OWN PEOPLE." FREYMOND SAID RELIEF EFFORT SHOULD NOT BE EXPLOITED CYNCALLY. ASKED THAT U.S. PRESSURE OJUKWU TO AGREE TO DAY FLIGHTS, RIVER CORRIDOR. WE SUGGESTED MIGHT BE MORE HELPFUL TRY GET STATES RECOGNIZING REBEL REGIME TO MAKE THE MAJOR EFFORT PRESURE OJUKWU, AS ITALIAN EPISODE DEMONSTRATED LIMITED LEVERAGE OTHER. FREYMOND THOUGHT EXCELLENT IDEA, THAT HE MIGHT TRY PORTUGUESE AND FRENCH. WOULD U.S. TRY IVORY COAST, UK TRY ZAMBIA? (PRESUMABLY FRENCH WOULD TRY GABON AND IT MIGHT BE PREFERABLE HAVE THEM DO IVORY COAST. EMPEROR MIGHT TRY TANZANIA. JCA COULD ALSO BE HELPFUL WITH SEVERAL OF COUNTRIES.)

5. FREYMOND, "SPEAKING AS PROFESSOR, NOT AS OFFICIAL ICRC," SUGGESTED ONE WAY SOLVE PROBLEMS MIGHT BE THROUGH BIG 4. THOUGHT BE HELPFUL IF THEY ISSUED PUBLIC STATEMENT CALLING FOR "CONCERTED DISENGAGEMENT," FOR END ARMS SHIPMENTS TO EITHER SIDE. SAID RECOGNIZED U.S. NOT INVOLVED IN ARMS SUPPLY BUT THOUGHT OUR JOINING IN SUCH STATEMENT BE USEFUL. "ONLY WAY TO FORCE NIGERIA-BIAFRA COMPROMISE," HE SAID, "IS TO CUT OFF ARMS SUPPLY."
6. FREYMOND SAID IF DEFINITE AND PROTRACTED BREAK IN ICRC AIRLIFT, ITS TEAMS IN REBEL AREA WOULD HAVE BE PULLED OUT. WHILE CHURCHES MIGHT CONTINUE WITH THEIR FLIGHTS, THEY WOULD NOT BE SUFFICIENT TO SUPPORT POPULATION.


8. COMMENT: FREYMOND, WHO NORMALLY ASSURED AND OPTIMISTIC, CLEARLY ALARMED AND SHAKEN BY SITUATION. HE AND COMMITTEE NATURALLY WANT GET ON WITH RELIEF AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM AND ANXIOUS EVERYTHING POSSIBLE BE DONE MAKE THIS POSSIBLE. TUBBY